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—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
vou. hi. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JUNE 14, 1833. NO. 40.
REV. M. T. C. WING EDITOR. under the necessity of relying upon the informa-
_  tion of others. I hope they will not be alto-
george w. myers, printer. gether uninteresting to your readers. Your s, &c,
Z. M.
From the New-York Evangelist. 
METHUSELAH.
«And all the days of Methuselah, were nine hundred sixty 
and nine years,—and he died.”—Moses.
He died!—And was this all?—He, who did wait 
The slow unfolding of centennial years,—
And shake that burden from his heart which tums 
Our temples white, and still in freshness stand 
While cedars moulder’d and firm rocks grew gray,—
Left he no trace upon the page inspir’d,
Save this one lone,—he died!
Perchance he stood 
Till all who in his early shadow rose 
Wither’d away, and he was left alone,—
A sad, long-living weary-hearted man,—
To fear that Death, remembering all besides,
Had sure forgotten him.
Perchance he roved 
Exulting o’er the ever-verdant vales,
While Asia’s sun hurn’d fervid on his brow,—
Or ’neath some waving palm-tree sate him down,
And in his mantling bosom nurs’d the pride 
That mocks the pale destroyer, and doth think 
To live forever.
What majestic plans,
What mighty Babels, what sublime resolves,
Might in that time-defying bosom spring,
Mature, and ripen, and cast off their fruits,
For younger generations of bold thought 
To wear their harvest-diadem;—while we 
In the scant hour-glass of our seventy years 
Scarce see the buds of some few plants of hope,
Ere we are laid beside them,—dust to dust.
Yet whatsoe’er his lot, in that dim age 
Of mystery,—when the unwrinkled world had drunk 
No deluge-cup of bitterness,—whate’er
Were earth’s illusions to his dazzled eye,
Death found him out at last, and coldly wrote 
With icy pen on life’s protracted scroll, - 
Naught save this brief, unflattering line,—he died.
Ye gay flower-gatherers'on time’s crumbling brink, 
This shall be said of you, howe’er you vaunt 
Your long to-morrows in an endless line;
Howe’er amid the gardens of your joy
Ye hide yourselves,—bidding the pale King pass—
This shall be said of you, at last,—he died.—
Oh, add one sentence more,—he liv'd to God.
Hartford, Conn., May lOt/i, 1833. L. II. S.
RELIGIOUS.
At your particular solicitation 
wintr, what I am disoosed to
From the Episcopal Recorder. 
IRTRACTS FROM A PRIVATE JOURNAL KEPT DU- 
RINGTHE VIRGINIA CONVENTION IN RICH­
MOND, MAY 15, 1833.
My dear friend:—
1’send you the folio
1 all, very poor account of our late convention in 
I wchmond. I will not vouch for its correctness,
I either in regard to details or style. It is sent you 
I 11 great haste and without review. You yourself
’dlltnow how difficult it is to collect and arrange
;e thoughts amid the greetings and farewells of
!endsand acquaintances—the numerous religious
Reises in which a clergyman is always expect-
Mo engage—the varied and multiplied business
^Convention, and the many invitations of hos- 
I Pll4‘lly ever crowding upon him on such an occa- 
‘l0’, as the present. I have, however, endeavored 
"ttprove every little fragment of time afforded 
e»'t> noting down with my pencil all the impor- 
Hems connected with our Convention as they 
e occurred. In some particulars I have been
Tuesday, May 14^.—Arrived here to-day amid 
heavy and incessant showers of rain, and over an 
excessively bad road. Found, notwithstanding,all 
the public and private houses opened for visiters, 
nearly filled—though it is evident many from the 
country will be kept away—prospect for fair wea­
ther, very unfavorable. The different Episcopal 
Churches have been open for religious worship for 
several days. Much good is anticipated to all, 
both saints and sinners—penitent and impenitent. 
Divine service this night in two Churches. The
Rev.------preached in the Monumental Church,
and the Rev.------in Christ Church. (I shall give
no names for two reasons: first, because it will 
not make the sermon any better, as all will admit; 
and secondly, because I am apprehensive it will not 
make the preacher any better.) Both were good 
practical sermons and founded upon the Gospel.
Wednesday.—This morning prayer-meetings 
were held at 6 o’clock in two Churches—well at­
tended and interesting, considering the unpleasant 
state of the weather, which has continued to be 
showery during the day. At 11 o'clock the Con­
vention was opened in the Monumental Church, 
by the two Bishops of the Diocese. The Rt. Rev. 
Bishop Moore read the Service, and the Rt. Rev. 
William Meade, assistant Bishop, preached theser- 
mon. The text was from 1 Cor. i. 21. It is not 
necessary for me to pass any eulogy upon the 
preacher—such things are too common at the pre­
sent day to be useful. It is sufficient to say, that 
it was plain, affectionate and faithful; in a word, 
exactly what it should have been. After alluding 
to the mercy of God in permitting so many mem­
bers of the Convention to meet together again on 
earth, he referred to the business and exercises in 
which they and the assemhl}r he was addressing 
were about to engage—pointed out some of the 
advantages and disadvantages of attending num­
erous religious meetings, and hearing a great va­
riety of sermons. lie warned them particularly 
against running after favorite preachers, and hav­
ing itching ears rather than an humble desire to 
hear the truth—a caution which it is to be regret­
ted, was not so much attended to as it really de­
served to be. The principal object of the sermon was 
to point out the great importance of the public preach­
ing of the word. This was done by a consideration 
of its history—divine appointment, and beneficial ef­
fects. He then made a beautiful and affecting ap­
plication of the subject to himself, his brethren and 
to the vast crowd of hearers who had assembled 
on the occasion. In alluding to the responsibili­
ties that rested upon himself, the Bishop manifested 
a spirit of unaffected humility and a full reliance 
on the grace of God for assistance and success. In 
addressing the clergy he went into a particular 
specification of the duties that devolved upon them; 
among which he reckoned their obligations to be 
faithful to the rich and the poor—the old and the 
young—the prosperous and the afflicted—the free­
man and the slave—in season and out of season, 
by day and by night—according to the strength 
which God giveth. In addressing the assembly 
he was truly eloquent in entreating them to be not 
only hearers of the word but doers also—to reve­
rence God not only with their persons but with their
hearts to serve Him not only in his temple but 
: at home—not only in secret but also in public. On 
the whole, to mention the best thing about it, and 
what is seldom found in sermons, while the dis­
course was closely personal, it was not, if I may 
so speak, offensively individual in its application. 
I After divine service, our Rt. Rev. and truly ve­
nerable Bishop Moore took the chair as President 
of the Convention. After the organization of the 
convention, the first thing done was the appointment 
of a committee to examine the certificates of the lay- 
delegates—the state of the Church—the parochi­
al reports—the treasurer’s accounts'—the fund for 
the support of the widows and orphans of de­
ceased clergy—the Episcopal fund in this diocese.
Convention then adjourned to meet at 9 o’clock to­
morrow morning, F/re o'clock—Lectures and re­
ligious exercises in private houses, in different parts 
of the city, and conducted by some of the clergy 
—delightful and precious seasons—productive "of 
good to all. Night.—Sermon in the Monumental 
Church by the Rev------- - He was more than or­
dinarily plain, practical, simple and unaffected 
(though perhaps less animated than usual) quali­
ties which, when united with his prepossessing per­
son and graceful elocution, are invaluable. God 
has unquestionably blessed his labors in the Church, 
and will no doubt bless them still more. Great 
popularity is, however, an exceeding dangerous 
instrument. The operator, unless very skilful in­
deed, will often cut himself when honestly using 
it to amputate the mortifying limb of his patient. 
Sermon in Christ Church at the same time by the
Rev.------from the 53rd chapter of Isaiah—said
to be, by those who heard it, a plain discourse on 
the subject of Christ and him crucified.
Thursday morning 0 o'clock.—The lecture-room 
was crowded to overflowing, notwithstanding the 
rain. Some were compelled to return for want 
of seats. Those who remained appeared to be 
deeply interested. May God bless the prayers 
and exhortations of his servants to the salvation of 
immortal souls.
9 o'clock.—Convention opened by the Rt. Rev. 
Bishop Moore, when the Rt. Rev. Bishop Meade 
took the chair. A motion was then made and car­
ried to direct the committee on the state of the 
Church to prepare a revised copy of the Consti­
tution and Canons of this Diocese, with a view to 
publication. Besides this nothing was done wor­
thy of notice till 11 o’clock, when the business of 
the Convention was suspended for the purpose of 
attending Divine service. The temple of God was, 
however, filled long before the hour had arrived by 
those who had come for the purpose of obtaining 
seats.
Sermon in the Monumental Church by the Rev.
------, whose tender, winning, affectionate, pathetic
manner of preaching, has laid the foundation of 
his deserved popularity deep in the hearts of those 
who have heard him. Seldom do we find in the 
same individual what may be found in him—natu­
ral humility; deep piety; good sense and untiring 
zeal.
Sermon at the same time in Christ Church by the
Rev.------,, a man of superior endowments, both
as to mind and voice; but of a keen, trembling, 
thrilling sensibility, such as perhaps at times to 
affect, in some small degree, his personal happi­
ness and public usefulness He resembles more 
the mild, amiable, and eftectionate John, than 
the bold, straight-forward, unflinching Paul,-,
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His gift consists principally in opening the deep 
sluices of the affections, and in piercing the secret 
recesses of the heart.
Immediately after divine service the business of 
the Convention was renewed. The Rt. Rev. as- i 
listant Bishop presented a most interesting and | 
minute report of his labors in different parts of 
the Diocese during the past year, notices of which 
have at different times been published; a report 
which preaches more loudly and effectually to 
the clergy on the subject of faithfulness, than a 
thousand sermons unsupported by example; it is 
literally a missionary journal. No other business 
of importance. Convention adjourned amid show­
ers of rain. 5 o'clock.—Social prayer meetings as 
usual: houses filled to overflowing—much interest 
manifested; solemnity increasing; some inquiries 
made in regard to the way of salvation; preachers 
faithful. At this hour also St. John’s Church was
opened and the Rev.----- preached to a few very
attentive, and taking in view the rain, one would 
naturally suppose, very pious, or at least very anx­
ious hearers. What good was done, if any, will 
not be known till the great day of judgment. The 
situation of this Church, its antiquity, the neat­
ness and comfort manifested in and about it, are 
very striking, and make it an object of interest to 
all who go there to worship. May it be as beauti­
ful in spiritual things. Night.—Sermon at the 
Monumental Church by the Rev. ------ , a man pos­
sessed of a large share of natural energy, great 
fluency, and of considerable reputation, though it 
must be confessed, his periods are sometimes ra- 
^ther sharp, rough and grating to the ear. 1 here 
is, however, not a bolder soldier in the camp of Is­
rael, nor one who will do more to level the wulls 
of satan’s empire. On this occasion he evidently 
laboured under some restraint, owing, it may be, to 
fatigue, or to the character of his audience.
Friday morning^ o'clock.—Prayer-meeting held 
in the Monumental Church; well attended by young 
and old; solemn; deeply affecting to some, and 
beneficial to all. Exhortations were animated, 
pointed, and based upon the love of Christ.— 
No other indications .of feeling than occasionally 
a stifled groan or a falling tear. All was calm and 
silent, and such was the ease in Christ Church, 
where a similar meeting was held, and indeed, such 
has been the case in ull our meetings. We hear 
of no frantick shrieks; no boisterous prayers; no 
irrevelant appeals; things which seem to afford 
most conclusive proof, either that our heavenly Fa­
ther is deaf, or that men have lost their reason.
It is true in regard to knowledge—the stillest wa­
ter is often the deepest. It will be a poor result of 
preaching and praying, if the surface of the man 
is all that is agitated, while the depths of the heart 
remain unmoved. Such it is hoped is not the case 
here. Every dwelling seems to be a bethel, 
from which is continually ascending to heaven, the 
incense of prayer and praise. God bless his work, 
and make it thorough and permanent—the streets 
are more than usually thronged! the multitude of 
visiters is still increasing; the weather is delightful; 
and God's people are rejoicing. Above two thou­
sand strangers are believed to be in attendance on 
our feast. What a harvest for the ministers of the 
Gospel!
9 o'clock.—Convention opened and chair occu­
pied by Rt. Rev. Bishop Moore. Report on the 
widow’s fund, «Src., presented; the fund now amounts 
to near 9000 dollars. A committee has been ap­
pointed to publish the constitution and regulations 
of the Society to which the fund belongs, togeth­
er with the names of the subscribers. Report on 
the state of the Church also presented, but laid 
upon the table till after divine service. A crowd­
ed congregation; weather warm and oppressive; 
sermon by the Rev.------; powerful, animated im­
pressive, though apparently labored and artificial; 
a discourse, sui generis, different from, yet perhaps 
as good as any w'e have hitherto enjoyed; very 
closely argumentative, but at the same time, spir­
ited and touching. Sermon in------Church by the
Rev.------, too timid and modest. Worth, to suc­
ceed well in these times, (to give a gentle reproof,) 
must be drawn into public notice by something 
that is very nearly related to audacity. Some men 
are so anxious to do good, that they will run di­
rectly over the more retiring without perceiving it.
— After service the Convention proceeded to busi­
ness; contributions were received from various pa 
rishes for the contingent fund, &c.; resolution was 
passed to recommend to all the Churches in the 
1 Diocese, the object of the Virginia Bible Society, 
now engaged in raising a sum not less than 20,000 
dollars to send the Bible to foreign lands; the re­
port on the state of the Church was considered, 
which gave rise to a warm and animated discussion, 
cut short only by a motion to adjourn.
5 o'clock.— Meetings at this hour multiplying in 
number and size. Night—Sermon in the Monu­
mental Church by the Rev.------, but little known
in the Diocese; but, where known, admired. His 
manner is easy, his voice full and bold, and his style 
bordering a little on the oratorical. May God give 
hirn grace and strength to employ his talents faith­
fully and successfully. Sermon in St.John’s Church 
by the Rev.------, who preached in his usual hap­
py manner. Sermon also in Christ Church by the
Rev.------1 have not heard his sermon or his name.
Indeed it is impossible for one man to hear all with­
out possessing ubiquity.
Saturday morning, 6 o’clock.—Prayer-meetings 
as interesting as usual. The promise seems to 
have been verified, They who seek me early shallfind 
Many are rejoicing that they have found the
Lord. Nineo'elock—Conventionmet, BishopMoore 
in the chair; report on the state of the Church re­
considered; too much warmth of feeling manifest- 
ted; alas, that unruly member, the tongue—Be­
hold how great a matter a little fire kindleth! The 
points of debate regarded lay representation, and 
the profane use of Churches: points, it is true, of 
some considerable importance, but not sufficiently 
so as to make Barnabas and Paul forget they are 
brethren. Eleven o'clock—Divine service-—the 
streets filled with carriages, and the houses of God 
with worshippers. Sermon in the Monumental 
Church, by the Rev.--------- ; a solid, firm and
skilful workman—a master builder, who digs his 
foundation deep, and does not stop till he puts on 
the top-stone. IIis voice is clear and distinct, but 
rather inflexible and difficult of modulation. His 
sermon to-day is spoken very highly of, and has, I 
am certain, in several cases, done much good. 
Sermons also in the other Churches, if I am not 
mistaken, but who preached I know not. Con­
vention returned to business; sfter two considera­
ble amendments, the Report was accepted. A 
committee was then appointed to examine the de­
fects, if any of the present constitution and can­
ons of the Church in this Diocese, and report to 
the next Convention. A resolution was passed to 
pay to the Assistant Bishop three hundred dollars 
for Episcopal services; also the report on the state 
of the parishes was read and accepted—very in­
teresting and encouraging compared with former 
times. From very imperfect data, it gives us for 
the past year, 293 confirmations, 925 baptisms, 165 
marriages, and 273 funerals. Number of com­
municants reported in the whole Diocese, only 
about 2500, which lallsvery far short of the truth. 
A most interesting fact may here be learned from 
the spirit and strain of our parochial reports, viz: 
that in these days of religious excitement and new 
inventions, our clergy seem generally to entertain 
the opinion, that the cause of Christ, and the pros­
perity of real religion in our land, require them 
to adhere as closely and firmly to the doctrines and 
forms of the Church as circumstances will allow 
them to do; to cling to her liturgy and publicly 
to vindicate her beauty, honor and purity. Er­
ror is now busy in driving the wedge of schism— 
indidelity is smiling at the fragments that fly one 
after another from the Christian edifice, and even 
the pious heart trembles to anticipate the result. 
Sad, bitter, melancholy experience is extorting 
from one, and another, andanother, the long smoth­
ered expression—The Church,thewhole Church, and 
nothing but the Church.
Report on the Episcopal fund presented, which 
now amounts to $6,235 in stocks and cash. Com­
mittee on the revision of the constitution and can­
ons were advised by the Convention to consider 
whether the interests of the Church do not re­
quire all delegates to be communicants. Conven 
tion adjourned till 5 o’clock, when the report of 
the standing committee was presented, showing 
an amount of $687 65 in the treasury—a new
committee appointed—a resolution passed to re­
quest the clergy to take up contributions in their 
Churches on the Sunday preceding the 4th of 
July, for the Colonization Society. Delegates 
were then appointed for the next General Con­
vention. A vote of thanks was passed to the citi­
zens of Richmond, for their kindness and hospi­
tality. An assessment of 300 dollars was made 
on the parishes, for Bishop Moore. Report of the 
Board of Trustees of the Theological School was 
read with interest; the institution was nevermore 
flourishing; a third building will soon be erected, 
another professorship established, and many schol­
arships presented to it, so it is hoped. Report on 
the missionary Society was also read, and an Exe­
cutive Committee was appointed: then the Con­
vention adjourned to meet in Staunton, on the 
third Wednesday in May next.
ATgAf.—Sermon again in the Monumental Church
by the Rev.------ . His argument in favor of the
justice of God in the eternal punishment of per­
severing impenitence, was, on the whole, sound 
and impressive, but so imperfectly heard, as very 
much to impair its force, especially in regard to 
those of the congregation who sat at a distance.* 
Sermon at the same time in St. John’s by Bishop 
Meade,—said by those who heard it, to have been 
the best of his efforts on this occasion—he spake 
as one having authority. Sermon in Christ Church, 
I know not by whom. This closes the week—to­
morrow is the great day of the feast—and O, that 
it may be a true emblem of the great feast above, 
for every heart!
Sunday morning, 6 o’clock.—More than our usu­
al number out this morning. Richmond has never 
been so full since the visit of Lafayette, so it is 
said: but what comparison is therebetween La­
fayette and the Saviour of the world? Bender 
unto Ccesar the things that are Ccesar's, and unto 
God the things that are God's.
Eleven o'clock.—All the Episcopal Churches open. 
Communion and ordination in the Monumental, 
and communion alone in Christ Church, and in 
St. John’s the usual exercises of the Lord’s-day.
The ordination sermon was from the Rev.----- ;
very good, sound, and appropriate, and not too 
long, as some other sermons have been during this 
and preceding Conventions. The following six 
young gentlemen, from our Seminary, were re­
commended for Deacon’s orders, and received 
their commissions from the hands of our Rt. Rev. 
Bishop Moore, viz: Messrs Woodbridge, Bean, 
Hanson, Jackson, Norris, and Dale. The Rev. 
William Friend and the Rev. George Adie receiv­
ed the order of the Priesthood at the hands of the 
Rt. Rev. Assistant Bishop, after which a collec­
tion was taken up, ^mounting, with what was col­
lected at Christ Church, to upwards of 520 dol­
lars, for our seminary, and subscriptions for the 
same object, on the same day, or on preceding 
days, to more than 1500 dollars. Communion ad­
ministered to about 600 persons.
Christ Church.— Sermon by the Assistant Bish­
op from John v. 40—And ye will not come unto me 
that ye might have life.—less fluent but more im­
pressive than usual. He mentioned some of those 
persons who would not come to Christ—the infi­
del—the despiser of God’s word and temple—the 
man of honor—the lover of pleasure—the moral­
ist—the profane—the drunkard—the sensualist— 
in a word, all the idolaters of the world. After 
sermon the communion was administered to more 
than three hundred persons—a sight to draw tear* 
of joy, if possible, from the eyes of angels—a 
sweet foretaste of heavenly prelude to that great 
assembly of the ransomed who shall sit down at 
the banquet of love in the vales of paradise. The 
service was nearly five hours in duration; but the 
time passed, at least to me, pleasantly and rapid­
ly. The dismissal of the congregation of Christ 
Church was affecting. Their own beloved pastor 
bade them a temporary, though as he suggested 
it might be, a final adieu, to take a long voyage 
in search of health, to visit a land of strangers, 
and perhaps to die among them. If it was the 
will of God for them not to meet in this world, he
* It must be remembered, that this Church requ.reo 
strong voice to fill it well, and is peculiarly trying to clergy­
men in infirm health, as we happen to know from experi­
ence.—En.
solemnly entreated them to meet him in the king­
dom of heaven. Many tears fell for him, and 
many prayers ascended to God. Sunday night.— 
Kainy—not so full a house as was expected, though 
there is but one service. We have met merely to 
bid farewell—both our beloved Bishops present, 
and all the clergy and lay-delegates. The Rev. 
Dr. Keith delivered a farewell address to the con­
gregation, after which we all united in singing—
“ Blest be the tie that binds
Our hearts in Christian love.”
When we concluded, our venerable Bishop Moore 
arose from his chair to give, like one of the patri­
archs of old, a parting blessing to his spiritual 
children in the ministry. What a tender scene— 
his snowy locks hanging loose upon his shoulders, 
—his tremulous hand raised above—his dignified 
attitude—his paternal, soft, affectionate tone—all 
held us in breathless silence, when he thus addres­
sed us:—
Brethren of the Clergy and Laity:
It has been my constant practice to convene 
you around the altar, at the close of our conven­
tional labors, in order to bid you an affectionate 
farewell, prior to your departure to your respect­
ive parishes: and to assure you of the deep inter­
est I feel in your welfare and personal happiness.
To the neighborhoods and distant congregations 
which I once visited with great delight, I have bid­
den, through the effects of local infirmities, a final 
adieu : and it is only upon the return of our con­
ventional meetings, that I am blessed with the 
sight of my old friends, and am permitted to shake 
by the hand a family of clergymen, who have 
been set apart to the ministry of the Gospel by 
myself.
In examining the record of the clergy of the 
Diocese this afternoon, I discovered, that in a list 
of fifty-six individuals, forty-four of the number 
have received the imposition of my own hands, 
and have been clothed with ministerial authority 
by myself. The satisfaction I derive from such a 
consideration is increased, by the knowledge I 
have of their usefulness, and the hope I entertain 
of their continuance in well-doing. The success 
which has Iiitheito attended your labors should 
excite in your minds the greatest gratitude to 
God; and stimulate you to tilt most unwearied 
efforts in the cause of the Gospel. Be determin­
ed, I beseech you, to make full proof of your min­
istry. Preach Jesus Christ and him crucified. Con­
fine your attention to the sacred duties of your 
office. Avoid all interference in political matters, 
and that Being who has so signally crowned your 
labors with success, will never leave you nor for­
sake you.
We, my clerical brethren, may never meet again 
on a similar occasion. Two years, from the loca­
tion of the next Convention must necessarily pass 
away, before we shall see each other again—death 
in the meantime may step in and thin our ranks 
and our Divine Master may summon some.of you 
or myself into eternity. Living in the faithful dis­
charge of our sacerdotal obligations, death, re­
member, will be deprived of his terrors, and a 
crown of rejoicing be given to us by that Jesus 
who is appointed judge both of the quick and the 
dead. The salutation of well done good and faith­
ful servants will greet our cars, as the portals of 
heaven expand for our reception; and that rest 
provided for the people of God be our final re­
ward. In all your trials, my beloved- sons, may 
the Almighty be your refuge, and underneath you 
may he place the everlasting arms of his love.
My brethren of the laity, accept, I entreat you, 
my best wishes for your present and eternal hap­
piness. Some of you, whom I have seen around 
during our present session, were members of 
the first Convention I ever attended in this Dio­
cese. The clergy were then a small band: but 
tmall as that number was, you gave us your sup­
port, and united your efforts with us in the resus- 
ctiation of the Church of our fathers. The Al­
mighty has blessed our labors with such success 
as the most sanguine mind could not have antici­
pated—Our congregations, which then amounted 
^little more than twenty, have increased to up- 
Watds of one hundred—and our clergy, which then 
consisted of six or eight effective men, now num- 
’€r about sixty. You, my brethren, have been
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co-workers with us. You merit our thanks, and 
deservedly enjoy our united confidence and re­
gard.— We have but one interest, and that inter­
est is the glory of God, and the salvation of souls.
Brethren, I now bid you farewell, and may the 
Lord be with you all.—Amen.
Wb en he concluded, our excellent Assistant
Bishop commended us to the protection of Al­
mighty God in a short, simple and fervent prayer, 
and then dismissed us with the apostolic benedic­
tion.
What an interesting sight is a band of Chris­
tian brethren, lingering around the altar of God, 
bidding farewell to their spiritual father and to 
one another, to go the annual round of toil, tempt­
ation, discouragement, self-denial, sickness and 
possibly of death! And what affecting sounds 
are these—God bless you ! the Lord be with you ! 
good bye! adieu! farewell! peace be with you! &c. 
We have parted again—the hand is given—the 
word is passed—the lights are fled—the temple is 
closed—the bell is warning us of the hour of mid­
night and of the flight of time. Brethren, let us 
be faithful—faithful to ourselves—faithful to oth­
ers, and above all, faithful to our God. Watch, 
for ye know neither the day nor the hour when 
the Son of Man cometh, and what I say unto you 
I say unto all—watch.
From the Sunday School Journal.
JOHN JAY.
This name stands high in the record of distin­
guished Americans. As the first chief justice of 
the United States, and the agent and representa­
tive of this country in foreign courts, Mr. Jay at­
tained a high reputation for political ability and 
integrity. It is delightful to perceive the blending 
of religion in a course of life so unfavorable to its 
cultivation. Throughout bis long public career 
the influence of Christianity were marked and evi­
dent.
Such, at least, is the impression of the charac­
ter of this venerable man which we have receiv­
ed from a cursory examination of the two large 
volumes, just issued, which one of his sons has de­
voted to his biography and correspondence. From 
this work we have made notes of such items as 
are appropriate to our columns.
Mr. Jay was the first governor of New York who 
recommended the observance of a day of thanks­
giving. This innovation excited much alarm in 
the State, but the practice is still continued.
In his message to the legislature in 1798, he called 
their attention to the want of adequate provisions 
to prevent the desecration of the Sabbath. The 
subject was referred toaspecial committee, whore- 
ported a law which is substantially the same as that 
now in force in the State. That the views of this 
able patriot had undergone no change in his more ad­
vanced life is shown by aletter to Mr. Livingston, the 
legislator of Louisiana, in 1822, in 'which he re­
marks: “Can any of our governments be rightful 
ly restrained from providing for the observance of 
the Sabbath, which the Sovereign of the universe 
has instituted, and which our Saviour has assured 
us ‘was made for man?’”
He took an active part in the organization and 
erection of the Episcopal church near his residence 
in Bedford, Westchester county, New York. He 
lived and diedin its communion. “He rejoiced,” 
says his biographer, “in the increase and pros­
perity of such of the various religious denomina­
tions as, in his opinion, held the great and essen­
tial doctrines of Christianity, and invariably com­
plied with the numerous applications made to him 
to contribute to the expense of erecting their 
churches. All, he said, depended on churches 
and school-houses.”
During his residence in Bedford he led his 
family and domestics in worship twice a day. An 
excellent and fervent prayer written by him is in­
serted in the collection.
The Bible was preeminently bis study. He read 
it principally for practical use and comfort; but 
that he also examined it critically is seen by a sug­
gestion which he made in a letter to the late Dr. 
Morse, relative to I Corinthians xv. 29. He sug­
gests that the sense would be clear if the words 
were transposed so as to read, “Else what shall 
they do, who, jf the dead rise not at all, have been
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baptised for the dead ? Why are they then bap- 
t'sed for the dead?” ««As thus read,” observed 
, r. Jay, “ the converse of the proposition is plain­
ly this, V.Z., that they are not baptized for the dead 
if the dead are to rise: but that they are baptised 
for the dead if the dead are not to rise;” or as he 
expresses his idea in paraphrase, “If the dead 
rise not at all, (as some among you say,) then, 
and in that case, and on that supposition, all who 
have been baptized are in fact baptized for their 
own dead bodies, for their dust and ashes; for that 
is the only future state in which they will be and 
remain for ever. Why, or for what reason, or for 
"hat purpose, in that case, are they baptized for 
their dead bodies—dead and never to rise again?”
W hen some one inquired how he could occupy 
his mind in his seclusion from public life, he said, 
“ I have a long life to look back upon, and an eter­
nity to look forward to.”
He was elected president of the American Bi­
ble Society upon the death of Mr. Boudinot, in 
1821, and held the office until his infirmities com­
pelled him to resign it in 1828. His addresses at 
the anniversaries of the society are published iu 
the first volume.
When invited to attend the celebration of the 
4th of July, 1826, in the city of New York, he 
observed in his reply to the invitation, “I cannot 
forbear to embrace the opportunity afforded by the 
present occasion to express my earnest hope ilint 
the peace, happiness, and prosperity enjoyed by 
our beloved country may induce those who direct- 
her national councils to recommend a general nnd 
public return of praise and thanksgiving to Him 
from whose goodness these blessings descend.—
I he most effectual means of securing the contin­
uance of our civil and religious liberties is always 
to remember with reverence and gratitude the 
source from which they flow.”
Mr. Jay was born in New York, Dec. 12, 1745, 
and died in Bedford, May 17, 1829.
DEATH.
Hie London Quarterly Review, just received, 
in noticing a book of Sir Henry Halford on Death 
and Insanity, has the following striking passage.— 
“Whatever be the causes of dissolution, whether 
sudden violence or lingering malady, the imme­
diate modes by which death is brought about 
appear to be but two. In one the nervous system 
is primarily attacked, and there is a sinking, some­
times an instantaneous extinction of the powers of 
life; in the other, dissolution is effected by the 
circulation of black venous blood in the arteries of 
the body, instead of the red arterial blood. The 
former is termed death by syncope, or fainting— 
the latter death by asphyxia. In the last mention­
ed manner of death, when it is the result of dis­
ease, the struggle long protracted, and accompan­
ied with all the visible marks of agony which tbo 
imagination associates with the closing scene of 
life,—the pinched and pallid features, the cold 
clammy skin, the upturned eye, and the heavipg, 
laborious rattling respiration. Death docs not 
strike all the organs at the same time; some may 
be said to survive others; and the lungs are among 
the last to give up the performance of their func­
tions and die. As death approaches they become 
gradually more and more oppressed; the air-cells 
are loaded with an increased quantity of the fluid 
which naturally lubricates their surfaces; the at­
mosphere can now no longer come in contact with 
the minute blood-vessels spread over the air-cells, 
without first permeating the viscid fluid,—hence 
the rattle; nor is the contact sufficiently perfect 
to change the black venous into arterial blood; 
an unprepared fluid consequently issues from the 
lungs into the heart and is thence transmitted to 
every other organ of the body. The brain receives 
it and its energies appear to be lulled thereby into 
sleep—generally tranquil'sleep—filled with dreams 
which impel the dying lip to murmur out the names 
of friends, and the occupations of past life; the 
peasant “babbles o’green fields,” and Napoleon 
expires amid visions of battle uttering with his 
last breath ‘tete d’ armee.”—Presbyterian.
Self is the principle, motive, or end, of every 
action done by a natural man.—Gjfford.
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UNITED EFFORT.
The following extract is from a series of numbers published 
in the Churchman on the general subject of “the extension of 
the Church.” They are all valuable, but this we especially 
commend to the attentive perusal of our readers.
We have endeavored in the numbers immedi- ( 
ately preceding to show how great the responsi- , 
bility is which rests upon us as individuals. We 
aimed to show that if it be the duty of individuals 
in their respective spheres to do much—it is also 
within their power. We now propose to point out 
some reasons for “united effort,” and we would 
ask for this subject that careful and serious atten­
tion which it may rightfully claim, believing, as 
we do, that the neglect of it is one of the chief 
obstacles to the “extension ot the Church” of our 
Jove.
And in the first place, united effort is absolutely 
necessary to the accomplishment of any great under­
taking. There may be hundreds, nay thousands 
of individuals among us who are furnished with 
all the zeal and ability which are necessary to 
their usefulness; and yet as individuals they will 
never make great exertions, they will never enter 
upon great undertakings, unless they can depend 
upon the co-operation of others. There are en­
terprises of love upon which the Christian world 
has entered and is now entering, which require 
for their accomplishment means far greater than 
fall to the lot of any individual. They are enter­
prises which aim at noble results, and summon to 
their help the most powerful instruments. They 
are no enterprises for profit or pleasure, or even 
civilization or intellectual improvementalone; they 
are enterprises for the salvatiorl of the world, and 
they must “go forward.” It is plain then that 
there must be a banding together of Christians for 
this high purpose—the “spirit of united effort” 
must go abroad—the Church throughout her bor­
ders must act with singleness of heart and single­
ness of purpose. All the wealth and piety and 
devotedness which belong to her individual mem­
bers, will be comparatively useless and inefficient, 
until they are thus brought into contact in one 
great system. The atoms which compose the uni­
verse were originally sufficient for the magnificent 
work of creation—but they might have existed in 
an eternity of chaos, had not God appointed to 
each one of them its respective place and func­
tion, and breathed into the whole the breath of 
harmonious operation.
United effort produces a high degree of interest 
in the public mind. The objects in which great 
religious bodies are engaged are interesting;—they 
are dear to the heart of a Christian. The very 
fact that they are engaged in, proves that they 
are interesting, and highly so—since no body thus 
constituted would undertake any measures in which 
they could not calculate upon the hearty good­
will and zealous help of the community represent­
ed. What then are these objects? No less than 
the supply of the destitute Christian with the 
means of grace; the conversion of the impenitent 
sinner in our own land; the sending of the Gos­
pel of Jesus to the poor Heathen in a far distant 
land. And is there a Christian to whom these are 
not interesting objects? Is there a follower of 
Christ to whom these objects are not dear ? Oh 
no', his heart is with these labors for the exten­
sion of the Gospel, and his interest is deepened 
by the operations of the societies engaged in them; 
and by the results which they produce. lie fixes 
his eye upon some missionary of the cross as he 
goes forth on his errand of mercy—he follows him 
to the dwelling place of sin and superstition and 
idolatry—he listens to the tender appeal, to the 
moving expostulation—he hears the prayer go up 
for pardon, and peace, and salvation—and follows 
to his home the repentant though rejoicing sinner. 
It is scenes like these in the detail, and results like 
these in the aggregate, which are presented to him 
by the society in which he is engaged. His in­
terest increases with every effort which is made— 
with every fact which is communicated; the more 
he labors, the more he loves to labor; the more 
he looks, the longer he wishes to linger; feeling 
after feeling is excited—energy after energy is 
aroused—and he becomes the holy, zealous, self- 
denying friend of the cause of religion and God.
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Let us appeal to our own experience. Who has 
not witnessed the intense interest excited by some 
great effort of benevolence? Some powerful and 
efficient body, perhaps, has pledged itself to an 
undertaking involved in great difficulty and con­
templating important results. It is some daring 
I attack upon the strong holds of Satan—made in 
the presence of the world, and in humble depend­
ence on the help of God; the friends of the ob­
ject are called upon to lend their aid in effecting 
the object, and while the work is going on, public 
interest stands still like the sun upon Gideon, to 
see what will be the result of a conflict like this. 
In fact true Christians cannot but be deeply in­
terested in any lawful measures tending to pro­
mote tjie welfare of the Gospel of Christ.
United effort mill impart a healthful character to 
public opinion on religious subjects. When an in­
dividual presents himself before the public with 
some benevolent undertaking, his efforts are of­
tentimes opposed by the irreligious, or rendered 
inefficient by the indifferent. He may have nei­
ther wealth, nor rank, nor influence to buoy up his 
cause, and yet that cause may be undertaken in 
the fear of God, and with a view to His glory; 
it may Ee honored with the approbation of that 
God “from whom all holy desires, all good coun­
sels, and all just works do proceed.” And yet all 
this fair prospect of abundant usefulness—all this 
bending harvest of promised good, on which the 
eye of the good man rested with pleasure—must 
all be blasted by the spite or neglect of an irreli­
gious or unawakened public. But when a body of 
men stand out before the community, who are re­
spected for their talents and venerated for their 
worth, there is something too strong for wicked 
opposition. The effort which under other circum­
stances might have been crushed in its protnisibg 
infancy, must now be met in the full vigor of a 
mature though early manhood. In other words—, 
there are always in a community like ours, men 
and means enough to carry on, with the blessing 
of God, any deserving object. Yet fifty individ­
uals might be making the same effort in different 
parts of the country at the same time, and every 
one of them might fail of success for the simple 
reason that they had not individual wealth, or in­
fluence enough to bring their efforts to a favorable 
issue, and were obliged to yield to the difficulties 
which we have already mentioned. Now let these 
fifty individuals form themselves into an associa- 
tidn for the prosecution of this very enterprise, 
let them proclaim the fact to the community at 
large, and there are few men who will have the 
hardihood to stand forth before the world in high­
handed opposition to a deserving, religious ob­
ject.—This is good so far as it goes, but this is 
not giving** a healthful character to public opinion." 
—True, but it is going far toward it, it is putting 
a stop to the exertion of influence, and the circu­
lation of opinions which were doing positive harm 
to the most praise-worthy endeavors.
But this is not all. There is a class of men 
whose minds have never been prejudiced against 
the Gospel by the grossness of impiety, or the 
hardheartedness of infidelity. They have never 
set their faces like a flint against its h fly designs 
—they are in a state which leaves room for exam­
ination, and reason, and conviction. Of course 
their good-will is desirable and attainable. When, 
then,’an association of men in whom the commu­
nity can repose confidence, pledge themselves 
openly to some benevolent object, they by such 
an act challenge to themselves the attention of 
the public. This is nothing which is “done in a 
corner;” it is set upon a hill, and the eyes of men 
are at once attracted to it. But when the meas­
ures in which they are engaged and the results 
they are producing come fairly before an unpreju­
diced individual, lie cannot deny his sincere ap­
probation. The objects proposed are the melio- 
I ration of the condition of mankind by different 
means—both at home and abroad. Infidels them­
selves allow to our holy religion the praise of hav­
ing done much for the civilization of man—for the 
refinement of society; and surely the unpreju­
diced may be expected to do as much, and more 
than this ; we may expect their approbation—nay 
more, we may expect their co-operation. Al­
though the decidedly religious have in every age
of the world composed but a small part of the 
world, yet in a land where public sentiment takes 
as high a stand as it does in our own U. States, 
the class of men to whom we have just alluded, 
will be by far the larger part ot the communitv* 
Surely then, a means capable of producing this 
result is important enough to claim for itself the 
serious consideration of every friend of religion. 
But the good will not stop here. According to 
the state of things instituted by an all-wise God, 
every individual carries with him ah influence, and 
the impression produced upon the mind of one is 
extended and perpetuated beyond all human cal­
culation. If then we would impart a religious 
character to the public whose opinion carries along 
with it an influence unknown in almost every other 
country; if we would pre-occupv with correct 
views minds which are every day liable to the in­
trusion of impiety or infidelity; let us inquire 
whether this be not one of the most powerful 
means of effecting an end which all of us deem 
desirable.
United effort mill increase the amount of exertion 
among Christians. It is hardly to be expected 
that associations for religious purposes will be 
formed in every part of the country where there 
are those who would be willing to lend their as­
sistance, were they once called upon; of course 
the whole amount of effort is lost to the Church, 
which would have been made by Christians who 
are removed beyond the reach of an appeal, and 
have never been led to inquire seriously into their 
duty.
We have endeavored to show above that a high 
interest would be excited in (he Church by the 
system of united effort, and the amount of exer­
tion will very naturally be in proportion to the 
amount of interest. Great bodies while they have 
great resources, contemplate great results. They 
• are led by the very consciousness of power to put 
forth strong exertions. Such bodies when asso­
ciated for religious ends, are induced to such ex­
ertions by this cause as well as by their love for the 
world; and by the confidence of their faith. Look­
ing abroad upon a world lying in wickedness, they 
make resolves which nothing less than Christian 
faith could suggest. But these resolves, while 
they are noble in themselves, require on the part 
of individual Christians still higher exertions. One 
exertion made, one end gained—only prepares the 
way for another greater; and the true friend of 
Jesus sets no bound to his efforts, but the conver­
sion of the world. But beside all this, there is 
something in the very act of laboring together 
which gives animation to the spirit, and vigor to 
the effort; there is something in reaching out hand 
with hand to the conflict, and presenting breast 
with breast to the onset, that prompts to exertions 
which might otherwise have been stamped with 
the name of rashness. But in the work of evan­
gelizing the world, nothing is rash; we can do all 
things through Christ, who strengtheneth us. 
We are authorized to attempt great things. We 
are commanded to attempt great things. “All 
the world” is a wide field of labor, and yet the 
attempt to occupy it cannot deserve the name of 
rashness. We will emulate the labors of Peter 
and the zeal of Paul; and vte shall soon realize 
the triumphal glories of apostolic days. Z.
From the Cincinnati Journal. 
DR. BEECHER’S LECTURES.
The second of the series of lectures on scepti­
cism by Dr. Beecher, was delivered on Sunday 
evening May 19th. The house was crowded, and 
the audience included a large portion of the best 
intellect and intelligence of our city. The text 
was Hebrews v. 12.
The Doctor opened his lecture by adverting to 
the’modes of acquiring knowledge. AU science 
and all knowledge depends on first principles. 
There are first principles in respect to the natural 
universe, and first principles in relation to mind 
and moral government. These exist in all the 
departments of the Divine system, and are obvious 
in all matters which may be made the subjects of 
consciousness, or intentions, or sense or obvious 
analogy, or testimony. They lie at the foundation 
of every superstructure. They are the lamps throw-
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ing their light ahead to guide our footsteps and 
lead our reason in exploring the truths which are 
more recondite. In studying law, medicine or any 
other science, we first become master of its ele­
mentary principles. The truths of revealed reli­
gion should be studied in the same way. Theolo­
gy is a science, and has its first principles. No 
one would think of plunging iato the midst of 
mathematics or astronomy without any elemen­
tary knowledge of the subject. Yet people do 
think they can understand the system of Divine 
government without study, or reflection or any 
knowledge of its first principles. They are mis­
taken—theology must be studied carefully, sys­
tematically, and with honesty of purpose.
The lecturer resumed the enumeration of the 
causes of scepticism.
1. The pushing of investigations without first 
principles, and competent instructions, and com­
petent study, is a fruitful cause of scepticism. 
Such is the dependence of high and sublime truths 
on those which are obvious, that no man, who neg­
lects the elements of knowledge, can ever unlock 
her secret mysteries. What mind can reach the 
depths of mathematics, or the heights of astrono­
my, or the secrets of chemistry, without the alpha­
bets of these sciences? What progress was ever 
made in the acquisition of knowledge, without the 
aid of elementary principles. Yet without com­
pass, lamp, or guide, men plunge into the profound 
of theology, and rend and tear away, and tangle 
up the subject, until, in desperation or desponden­
cy, they end their fruitless labors in a state of 
scepticism.
2. Pushing investigations beyond the bound­
aries of knowledge, is a cause of discouragement 
and scepticism—going beyond the sphere of con­
sciousness, intuition, the senses, analogy, and evi­
dence, into the region of theory, and the twi­
light of conjecture. This is often done by men of 
vigorous minds, independence and high daring—
-and, comet like, they launch out into boundless 
space, but having gone beyond all the centripetal 
force, they fall by their own density amid the 
bogs and quagmires of chaos, or become wander­
ing stars to whom is reserved the blackness of 
darkness forever. Or like the adventurous navi­
gator, without compass or chart they launch out 
on an unknown sea, tempest-tost and not comfort­
ed, straining the eye upon darkness in the constant 
expectation of the bursting out of some great light 
towhom is still reserved the mist of darkness. For 
though their strength were equal to that of Poly­
phemus, it is exerted without vision, in smiting on 
the waters only to raise a mist around their own 
heads.
3. Another cause of scepticism is to be found 
in the society of sceptical men, who are scoffers, 
and partisans in the unhallowed war against reveal­
ed religion. All men who are unsettled are not 
scoffers—many believe in the utility of the Chris­
tian religion, and no sooner than a believer would 
they impair its influence on other minds while they 
even lament perhaps that their own cannot find sat­
isfactory evidence to rest upon. But there are 
those whose evil communications corrupt good man ­
ners, &c.
4. It cannot be denied that the creeds of the 
reformation have been made by many, the occasion 
of stumbling. They were written in the midst of 
arduous debate, and with the eye fixed chiefly on 
the errors and philosophy of the day, and of course 
some of the allusions and expressions familiar then, 
»e in a degree obsolete. They present truth also, 
rather in isolated propositions than as the symmet- 
T|cal parts of God’s moral government. They 
give the results of controversy, without showing 
'he steps by which great and gifted minds arrived 
>t their conclusion. They are mere skeletons,— 
boundaries—not expositions of the book of God.
Hence the enemies of religion always lay hold of
creeds.
The evil is aggravated by the caricatures of the
'-alvinistic system with which all sides abound.
. 5. A false estimate of the attributes and preroga- 
of reason. The Doctor considered reason as
* '4wlty of the mind acting on evidence of moral 
'n&s. It is reasonable to believe in the presence 
competent evideace. In Nat. Philosophy what-
cv .w accords with the laws of matter is reasonable, j Christ, he were belter to he a bergar or an idiot
and in moral government and theology, whateverj than to be the steward of riches, honor, learning 
accords with the nature of mind and the prin- i and wisdom, which should have been improved to 
ciples of law. The fallacy is that loose and false the glory of him that gave them, and yet to be 
conceptions of reason are adopted. It is made by , able to give up, at that great day of accounts, no
some a god, clothed with little less than unerring | other reckoning unto God but this,__“Thy riches
omniscience; or it is a moral sense, or instinct, have been the authors of my covetousness and on- 
which by.feeling, discriminates infallibly between
right and wrong
6. The liberties which modern critics have taken 
with the inspiration and exposition of the bible, 
lead directly to the undermining of public confi­
dence in it. Having decided by reason what the 
Bible ought to mean,-the next effort is to make it 
so understood—to bend its stubborn dialect—to stop 
its mouth—to make it prophecy aright by the rack 
—or lop oft incorrigible passages, which cannot 
be made to compromise.
7. The confounding the physical and moral pow­
er of God is another evil. The physical omnipo­
tence, of God extends to the doing of whatever in 
the nature of things can be done in relation to mat­
ter. Moral omnipotence is the capacity to do 
by laws and moral influence whatever is consistent 
with the nature of mind. God did not make the 
sun and solar system to go by aw, nor the mind 
to be governed by force. Now many confound 
these distinctions and inquire, ‘why did not God 
make us believe? He is good, why does he not 
make us good?’ &c.
8. Mental dissipation. There are multitudes 
who think incessantly, but never make an effort, to 
methodise and dispose their thoughts.
9. Some fall into scepticism from habits of dis­
sipation. •
10. Undefined conceptions of the nature of ex­
perimental religion and defective and unworthy ex­
hibitions of it, sometimes by good men. The Doc­
tor was full and very happy in the illustration of 
this cause.
11. Implicit confidence in the distinguished tal­
ents of men who have been unbelievers. It is ta 
ken for granted that these have examined, and 
found good reason for their unbelief—that they 
have examined with candor. But this is general­
ly not true of them. They commonly have not 
read—never studied the bible, and most, often are 
under the bias of prejudice or an unholy life.— 
Freethinkers, as they are called, claim to think 
independently, yet are guilty ot the inconsistency of 
pinning their faith to great names, because they 
say such men as Hume, Voltaire, &e. could not be 
mistaken.
The remedies of scepticism are twofold: stu 
dying fairly the evidences of the gospel, and liv 
ing according to it.
The course is direct and experimental, and con 
sists in abandoning speculation, and the concen­
tration of the entire mental energy upon reducing 
to practice the plain undeniable truths of natural 
and revealed religion, with reference to the imme­
diate attainment and exhibition of the Christian 
character and practice. This is the theory of that 
declaration of our Saviour: ‘If any man will do 
his will he shall know of the doctrine whether it be 
of God or whether I speak of myself.’ Ascertain 
by a sober perusal of the bible what Christianity 
is as a religion of the heart, and as distinguished 
from creeds and forms and external conduct. En­
ter upon the inquiry with humble determina­
tion of obeying the gospel—corroborate this re­
solution by a rigid non-intercourse with ail topics 
of perplexing and sceptical tendency. Refrain 
from associates and habits of thought and conduct 
which would be liable to impair the intensity of 
your purpose. Read, meditate, and pray sincere­
ly. Some minds are so constituted as to require 
different treatment; let such go back to first prin­
ciples, in the society and confidence of some able 
and experienced friend. The Doctor also recom­
mended the study of Butler’s Analogy. He said 
that in the course of a long experience he had ne­
ver known these remedies fail, when fairly and hon­
estly applied.
THE ACCOUNT.
Stand fast in the Lord.—1 That. iii. 8.
I may boldly say, that as long as a man is out of
y covetousness and op 
pression; thy honors the steps of my haughtiness 
and ambition; thy learning and wisdom, the fuel 
of my pride.-’ Suppose that nature could receive 
any true advancement by these things, yet, alas! 
when a man shall begin to think with himself,
“ May not God this night take me away like 
the fool in the gospel, from all these things, 
or all these things from me? May I not, nav 
must I not, within these few years, instead o'f 
mine honor, be laid under men’s feet? Instead of 
my purple and scarlet, he clothed with rotten­
ness? . Instead of my luxury and delicacies, 
become myself the food of worms? Is not the 
poor soul in my bosom an immortal soul? Must 
it not have a being, as long as God who is able 
to support it? And will not my bags and titles, 
my pleasures and preferment, my learning, and na­
tural endowments, every thing, save my sins, and 
my adversaries, and my own conscience, forsake
me, when I once enter into that immortality?”__
When a man, 1 say, shall begin to eumfnon his 
heart into such sad accounts as these, how will his 
face gather blackness, and his knees tremble, and 
his heart be even damped and blasted with amaze­
ment, in the midst of all the vanities and lies of 
this present world! What a fearful thing is it, for 
an eternal soul to have nothing between it and eter­
nal misery to rest upon, but that which will moul­
der away and crumble into dust under it, and so 
leave it alone to sink into bottomless calamity! 0 
beloved, when men shall have passed many millions 
of years in another world, which no millions of 
years can shorten or diminish, what accession of 
comfort can then come to those glorious joys which 
we shall be filled with in heaven? or what dimi­
nution or mitigation of that unsupportable anguish 
which, without ease or end must he suffered in hell 
by the remembrance of those few hours of tran­
sitory contentments which we have here, not with­
out the mixture of much sorrow and alloy, enjoy­
ed? What smack or relish, think you, hath Di­
ves now left him of all his delicacies, or Esau 
of his pottage? What pleasure hath the rich fool 
of his full barns, or the young man of his great 
possessions? What delight hath Jezebel in her 
paint, or Ahab in the vineyard purchased with the 
innocent blood of him that owned it? IIow much 
policy hath Ahithophel, or how much pomp hath 
Herod, or how much rhetoric hath Tertullus left, 
to escape or to bribe the torments which, out of 
Christ, they must for ever suffer? Oh, how infi­
nitely doth it concern the soul of every man to 
find this life of Christ to rest upon, which will nev­
er forsake him till it bring him to that day of re­
demption, wherein he shall be filled with the bless­
edness infinitely proportionable to the most vast 
and unlimited capacities of the creature!—Bish­
op Reynolds.
DUTY OP LAYMEN.
Does the duty of defending illustrating, and 
explaining the truth, rest upon the clergy alone? 
Mede, Jenyns, Southey, Wilberforce, (may I not 
add Mrs. Hannah More?) thought not so. There 
are some minds more easily influenced on religious 
subjects by what a layman will say, than by the 
strongest arguments from a minister. Here, then, 
is something tor laymen, as laymen, to do; some­
thing which it would seem, by the arrangement of 
Providence in the varied constitution of the hu­
man mind, was set apart for their action, at least 
for their co-operation. If a man have intelligence 
on any subject, he will show it; his light cannot 
be hid, but will shed its rays on others. If eve­
ry one cannot write, every one can converse, and 
there is hardly an individual who in the ordinary in­
tercouse ot society, has not an opportunity, with­
out forwardness or parade to communicate truths 
which he has settled in his own mind, and which 
may be of interest and benefit to others, and es­
pecially to the cause of Christ and his Church.
\_Protestant Episcopalian,
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mended to the ministers of the gospel, and the superintend­
ents, teachers, and other officers, and friends of Sunday-schools, 
arid Sunday-school societies of every denomination, for prompt 
and complete execution.
Resolved,—That the evangelical churches of this country are 
solemnly hound to furnish the means of suitable religious in­
struction to all persons, children and adults, who need and are 
willing to receive it, and that such provision should be made 
in sufficient season to meet the result of the effort proposed to 
be made on the 4th day of July next.
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
GAMBIER, FRIDAY, JUNE 14, 1833.
Toths Episcopalians of Ohio.—A Circular of the Stand­
ing Committee of this diocese was some time since published 
in the Observer, recommending that collections should be made 
in the different parishes, to provide the Bishop of the Diocese 
with a house at Gambier. This was done at the suggestion 
of the Trustees of Kenyon College, and with a conviction of 
the propriety and justice of the application. It was thought 
that the Episcopalians of Ohio would deem it only a partial 
return for the benefit of Episcopal services, to contribute the 
cost of such a building,—that they would do it gladly on that 
account, and feel that they were at the same time essentially 
aiding a beloved Seminary, destined to repay a hundred fold, 
in the blessings of learning and religion, the liberality of its 
benefactors.
The Rev. James McElroy has been appointed Agent 
to visit the parishes for the attainment of this object, and some 
notices of his success, with which he has favored us, show that 
his application has thus far been favorably received, and very 
liberally responded to.
On his return a list of subscriptions will be published.
The Rev. Alvaii Guion wishes through the Observer 
gratefully to acknowledge the liberal and timely aid of the 
Congregations of Christ and St. Paul’s Churches, Cincinnati, 
in contributing, the former $100 and the latter $55, to assist 
the Vestry of St. John’s Church, Troy, Miami county, Ohio, 
ill building a house for public worship.
The Fourth of July.—We commend the following com­
munication to the particular notice of our readers. Every 
friend of the Sunday School Cause (and what true patriot is 
not?) will rejoice to see our national festival devoted to the 
promotion of an object so intimately connected with our na­
tional prosperity.
The proposition of the American Sunday School Union 
for the employment of the 4th of July next, cannot but be 
regarded with interest by all good people. It is so simple and 
yet so benevolent. The idea is, that an invitation shall on 
that day be extended to every family in our country, to send 
all suitable subjects of religious instruction to some conven­
ient Sunday-school. It is so important, and yet so easy of ac­
complishment, that no one can he disposed to throw it oil", or 
find fault with it. It is to be hoped that ministers, or one or 
two spirited friends of the cause, will take it up as early as 
possible, (say to-morrow, or pext Sabbath, qr early next week 
at farthest.) It only wants a willing spirit; there is strength 
enough on the side of Sunday-schools to do ten-fold more on } 
that or any other day than this plan willrequire.
The following extract from the Annual Report contains the 
proposition of the Board to the Society;
“So far only as our own country is concerned, there has 
Never yet been a general, simultaneous effort to ascertain to 
what extent sti .able subjects of Sunday-school instruction can 
be collected. It is high time Such an effort was made; and as 
some particular day must be assigned for the purpose, in order 
that it may he simultaneous, and as there seem to he no in­
terests with which such an arrangement can interfere, the 
FOURTH DAY OF JtILT NEXT IS proposed.
To show the reciprocal appropriateness of this day and this 
object, would he to show how closely the knowledge which we 
propose to furnish in Sunday-schools is allied to the preserva­
tion of the liberty and the intelligent exercise of the rights of 
an American citizen; and how utterly impossible it is, in the 
very constitution of things, to preserve either, if ignorance 
and vice prevail.
If the proposition is well received, wo shall hope that 
on THURSDAY, THE FOURTH DAY OF JULY 
NEXT, every neighborhood in our land, where thfcrc Is phy­
sical strength enough on the side of Sunday-sohools to do it, 
will be thoroughly explored; and may the providence and 
grace of God so favor the measure, that the sun of that day 
•hall not go down upon a single dwelling in the United States 
in which the voice of a kind, judicious, Christian friend has 
not been heard, inviting every suitable subject of Sunday- 
school instruction to repair to the place where it may be had 
freely, as the gift of God, without money and without price.
The open air, a dwelling house, barn, distillery, work-shop, 
factory, mill, sail-loft, brick-yard, office, have all been im­
proved, and either will still suffice, for a place of instruction. 
And as for teachers, if our whole population between the ages ; 
of five aiid fifteen were to be ill their seats on the first Sab­
bath in July next, we should have but about two pupils to 
each professor of evangelical religion. Hence it is obvious 
that a sufficient supply of teachers for classes of the ordinary 
size, may be had without trespassing upon the repose of three- 
fourths of the disciples of the Redeemer. And we should 
find many faithful and devoted teachers who are not professors, 
whose services would still further reduce the amount of labor, j 
And, at all events, we shall throw upon the Church of Christ; 
in the nineteenth century—emphatically the age of revivals— 1 
the responsibility of determining whether the opportunity to ' 
train up a whole generation in the fear and service, and for ' 
the glory of God, shall be improved or lost.
The following are the resolutions of the Society:
Resolved,—That the proposed general simultaneous effort 
on the 4th day of July next, to visit and invite all suitable 
subjects of Sunday-school instruction to attend at some ap­
pointed place on the succeeding Sunday, (July 7th,) be com­
D’Aubigne’s Discourse on the Study of the History oj- 
Christianism, and its Usefulness at this epoch, delivered at Ge­
neva, Jan. 2, 1832__ This instructive discourse is translated
from the French by Thos. S. Grimke, Esq. and it sets forth 
in a strong light the importance of this study, not to theolo­
gians merely, but to all classes of society. If divides the his­
tory of man irtto three species, political, literary and religious. 
The last, though the least studied, it maintains to be the most 
important of the three—inasmuch as religion furnishes the 
principles by which civilized society is governed in a very great 
degree,—and the character of nations, as history itself testifies, 
has been greatly affcctul by the character of their religious 
faith.—The states of Europe at the present time show con­
vincing evidence of this, and differing, as they do, almost toto 
coelo in religion, we find a corresponding difference, no other­
wise to lie accounted fur, in their literary and political stand­
ing.
The Author’s main argument, therefore, for the importance 
of religious history ant Chriftian knowledge as a study to all, 
is founded on the fad that Christianity furnishes the only 
remedy which can leal the diseases of nations,—the only 
principle, which restraining and reforming individuals, has 
power to secure the peace, and harmony and moral health of 
a whole'people__ On tnis point, and on the value of true reli­
gion as a bond of union, the language of the Address is as 
follows:—.
The tribes of the Earth worshipped only National Gods— 
those Gods only suited the nations who made them. They 
had no points of contact, none of sympathy with any other 
people. Falsehood has a thousand strange faces, not resem­
bling each other. Truth only is one, and this only can unite 
all the races of men. The idea of a Universal kingdom of 
truth and holiness, was a stranger to the ancient world. And, 
if some sages had a vague and obscure presentiment of it; 
with them it was but a conception without the possbility of 
their even imagining what might be its reality. Christ came 
and immediately accomplished what the religions and sages of 
the world had not even been able to foresee. lie founds a 
spiritual kingdom, to which all Nations are called. He over­
turns according to the energetic language of his Apostle, the 
fences, the middle wall of partition which divided nations, and 
“hath made both one”—“for to make in himself of twain, 
one new man, so making peace.” Eph. 2, 14 J 5. Chris- 
tianism is not like the ancient religions, a doctrine adapted to 
a certain degree of development in nations; * it is a truth 
from heaven, which is able at the same time to act on man 
under every grude of improvement and climate. It bestows 
on human nature, whatever may be its rudeness, or the diver­
sities of changes, which letters and philosophy may have pro­
duced, the principle of a new and truly divine life. And this 
life is to be at once the great means of development to all na­
tions, sind the centre of their unity. With its appearance, 
commenced in the universe, the only real cosmopolitism. Citi­
zens of Judea, of l’ontus, of Greede, of Egypt, of Rome, till 
then mutual enemies, embrace like brothers. Christianism 
is that tree, of which the Scriptures speak, whose leaves are 
“for the healing of the nations.” Apocal. ch. 22. v. 2. It 
acts at the same time on the most opposite stafes of society. 
It regenerates and vivifies the world, corrupted by the Caesars 
—and soon after softens and civilizes tl|e barbarous hdrdes of 
the North. And at this very time, it produces similar effects 
on the citizens of London, Paris, and Berlin, and on the sava­
ges of Greenland, Caffraria, and the Sandwich Islands. The 
net is cast over the whole earth, and the day cometh when a 
heavenly hand shall hold captive in it all the races of men. 
Ye have perceived, men of the age, that we are passing out of 
the period of nations, and entering on that of human nature; 
but fashion not for yourselves a paltry standard for the union 
of nations. A new hierarchy, with its common frame, can­
not be the bond of unity, nor political liberalism, which car­
ries tempests and discord in its bosom. Christ is this ensign 
of which the prophet speaks, Is. 11. 12.; and around which 
“shall the gathering of the people be.” Gen. 49, 10.
H.SLIQIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
ECCLESIASTICAL*
Ordination—The Rt Rev. Bishop Onderdonk admitted 
the Rev. James H. Tyng, of Honesdale, to the holy order 
of Priests, in St. Paul's Church, Philadelphia, on Sunday 
last. The morning prayer by the Rev. James May of Wilkes- 
barre; the sermon by the Rev. Stephen II. Tyng, D. D., 
from Galatians vi. 15, 16.
Rev. Samuel A. McCoskry has been elected to and accepted 
the Rectorship of Christ Church, Reading, Pa.—lb.
Clerical Changes__ The Rev. B. H. Ilickox has receiv­
ed a call to the rectorship of St. Paul’s Church, Rochester, 
N. Y., and has accepted the same.— Gospel Messenger.
The Rev. U. M. Wheeler, late of the Diocese of Missis­
sippi, has been unanimously invited to the rectorship of St
John’s Church, Johnstown, N. Y., and has accepted the invi­
tation.— Churchman.
Georgia Convention—We have received the Journal of 
the eleventh annual Convention of the Diocese of Georgia, 
held in Savannah, on the 22d of April, T|)e Convention ser­
mon was preached by the Rev. Edward E. Ford, Rector of 
St. Paul’s Church, Augusta, from Isaiah vi. 3. It is pub­
lished with the Journal, and contains a sound and practical 
view of the doctrine of the Trinity. On the opening of the 
Convention, the chair was taken by the Rt Rev. Bishop 
Bowen, of Sontb-Carolina. Parochial reports were received 
from the several parishes of the Diocese. In Christ Church, 
Savannah, there are one hundred and fifty communicants, 
(added 15, died 3)—there have been, during the past year, 
forty persons confirmed, twenty-eight baptisms, six marriages, 
eleven burials. The Sunday school has 105 scholars, and is 
in a prosperous condition. In St. Paul’s, Augusta, the nuin- 
lier of communicants is sixty- nine, baptisms during the year 
13, burials 14. The Sunday school is in regular and success­
ful operation, and has in connexion with it ninety-five children. 
The report of Christ Church, St. Simon’s Island, is as follows: 
“ Burial I, communicants 12. There has been neither bap­
tism nor marriage since the last report, and hut one addition 
to the communion.” Christ Church, Macon, is represented 
as an important station, although the number of Episcopal 
families and communicants attached to it is small. Commu­
nicants eight. This Church was reoommended by a vote of 
the Convention to the fostering care of the Rt. Rev. Bishop 
having the provisional care of the Diocese, and. to the friends 
of the Church generally, in Georgia and Soutli-Carolina.— 
The next Convention will he held in Macon.
From these reports it will be seen that the Church in this 
Diocese is yet small. We trust that the efforts of those who 
are laboring for its improvement and extension, will be at­
tended with the Divine blessing, and that there will be within 
its hounds a constant increase of spiritual members and sound 
Churelies. —Episcopal Recorder.
From Greece.—We have been favored with the perusal at 
a very interesting letter, dated February 9th, from the sister 
and assistant of Mrs. Hill in the Greek Mission, announcing 
her arrival at Athens after a tedious, and sometimes Ixiisterous 
passage, from Malta. The vessel was detained ten days at 
JEginn in sight of Athens, where the passengers witnessed a 
circumstance very uncommon in Greece, the fall of snow. It 
was said there liad been none below the mountains for more 
than twenty years. We copy from the letter the following 
extracts: —
“ The schools are very flourishing, nearly three hundred 
scholars. What a work is doing here! Could you but see 
what I have seen since under this roof, you would say as I did, 
the half has not been told—News has been received to-day, 
that the King may be expected to visit Athens in a few days. 
He arrived at Napoli the 6th, and that will be his residence 
for the present.”—Etpiscopal Rec.
Diocesan Sunday School Society of Pennsylvania__
The Diocesan Sunday School Society of Pennsylvania, auxi­
liary to the General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School 
Union, held its annual meeting in St. James’ Church onjthe 
evening of the 2lst in$t. The Report was read, and address­
es were delivered by the Rev. Messrs. James, Bull, Hender­
son, Bowman, and Clay, Drs. Delancey, Tyng, Upfold, and 
Dr. Morris. The exercises were interesting, and manifested 
an increase in the zeal of our Churches in this city, iu behalf 
of Sunday School instruction. The church was well filled, 
notwithstanding the unfavorable state of the weather, and the 
meeting altogether was one of unusual interest.—Ep. Rec.
American Sunoay School Union—The annual meeting 
was held in Philadelphia on the 21st inst. the President, Alex­
ander Henry, Esq. in the chair. The receipts of the year 
amounted to $127,379 55—of which $52,615 73 was money
borrowed. Donations to the Valley Fund $13,714 66__
Balance in the Treasury $777 32. There are in connexion 
with the Union, 14,550 schools, containing 109,000 teachers, 
and 760,000 scholars. Within the year 2,400 schools have 
been formed, and the number of scholars augmented by the 
addition of 45,688, under the care of 13,118 teacheis. Added 
to the churches from the schools since the Union was formed 
probably not less than 20,000 teachers, and 30,000 scholars; 
reported this year by about half the schools 2,607 teachers and 
6,121 scholars. In the valley of the Mississippi within three 
years, 4,245 schools have been formed, and 2,899 visited and 
revived; of which 1,378 have been formed, and 1778 visited
during the last year__ The meeting was addressed by the Rev.
G. B. Perry of Philadelphia—Rev. Dr. Milnor of New- 
York—Hon. Peter D. Vroom, late Governor of New-Jersey— 
Rev. Mr. Choules of New-Bedford—Rev. Mr. Plummer of 
Petersburg—Boston Rec.
Adult Bible Students__ A friend lately saw in Vermont
a Bible class, the teacher and all the pupils of which wore 
spectacles, on account of age.
In Bristol, in the same State, a lady has in the same Sunday 
school four children, seven grand-children, and three or four 
great-grand-children.
In Castleton, a lady, ninety-one years old, blesses God that 
she has lived to be a Sunday school scholar.
Many of the most respectable merchants and lawyers in 
Rutland, whose services are not required as teachers, have 
formed themselves into classes in the Sunday school.—
The Rev. Rowland Hill, a well-known minister oftlie 
English Independent Church, died in London on the 10th <* 
April, in the 89th year of his age. His last sermon w* 
preached two day* previons, to an audience composed pnna
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pally of male Sunday scholars, and he intended to address the , but under au imperious sense of civic duty. Let us hope that, 
female scholars on the next day---- S'. S. Jour. in the sequel, he mav never have reason to regret having done
so—Nut. Iut. ' b
GENERAL SUMMARY.
The United States Temperance Convention.—This Conven­
tion met, agreeably to appointment, on the 23d of May, in 
Philadelphia.
Reuben H. Walworth, Chancellor of the State of New- 
York, was elected President.
Timothy Pitkin of Connecticut, P. D. Vroom of New- 
Jersey, Judge Hall of Delaware, Roberts Vaux of Pennsyl­
vania, John Tappan of Massachusetts, John C. Herbert of 
Maryland, Col. Lumpkin of Georgia, and Dr. McDowell of 
South-Carolina, Vice-Presidents.
Messrs. Doolittle, Marsh, Smith, Wheelright, Lloyd, Dar­
ling, Breckenridge, and Lathrop, Secretaries.
It is believed that near four hundred delegates were present.
The meeting was opened in Independence Hall the sacred 
spot where the Declaration of Independence was signed; but, 
it being quite too small to accommodate the assembly, they 
adjourned to the Tenth Presbyterian Church, in Arch-street.
[World.
’ College Record—St. John’s College, Annapolis, under 
the Presidency of the Rev. Hector Humphreys. The fol­
lowing description of the present state of the College is 
abridged from a communication in the Baltimore Commercial 
Chronicle, republished in the Episcopal Recorder.—The 
Churchman.
It was the intention of the founders of this Institution to 
create a University, which should be the nursery of the rising 
talents of the State; and it continued to flourish until about 
the year 1801 or 5, when the spirit of party, violating the 
pledged faith of the State, robbed it of its funds, and con­
signed it to the low grade of a common Grammar School. 
Under this disadvantage it nevertheless continued a valuable 
institution to the citizens of Annapolis and the neighborhood, 
and sent forth the best prepared hoys to the Eastern Colleges 
for the completion of their education. A partial restitution 
of the funds has at length been made, and the college now en­
joys an income of $6,000 from tuition and State endowments, 
with an increase of students which promises to progress in a 
ratio with the eligibility and convenience of the location.— 
There are now a Principal and four Professors, (and it is con­
templated to add two more during the current year,) one of 
Ancient Languages, one of Mathematics and Civil Engineer­
ing, one of Grammar, and one of Modern Languages. The 
College is situated on an eminence of easy access, command­
ing a full view of the Bay, Severn River, the State House, 
and many of the most remarkable public and private buildings 
of the city. The present building accommodates the Princi­
pal and his family, and the rooms set apart lot the classes are 
filled with about 80 students, and are capacious enough to 
contain many more. It also has a large hall, library, and phi­
losophical apparatus, all in good order, and increasing by yearly- 
contributions. A building, counterpart to the present, and to 
be connected with it by a handsome arcade, will he shortly 
erected at the cost of $10,000 for the accommodation of a 
iteward, students, and a room for the Grammar School; there­
by affording to parents and guardians the choice of boarding 
at the Commons, or in respectable private families in the city, 
who are now taking hoys at $100 a year. The tuition varies 
from 32 to $50, according to the classes.
The London University.— The Athenaum states that it ap­
pears from a Report of the Council of the Loudon University, 
that the University was, in October last, in debt $2,916; and 
it infers that at the end of the present session the University 
will be about .£1000 in debt, and that it will he impossible to 
proceed unless tlje proprietors consent to raise by subscription , 
£1000 a year at least. The Council state, that they have now 1 
under consideration the question of instituting professorships 
of Civil Engineering, and some other subjects not hitherto 
taught in British Universities.
In commenting upon the article in the last number of the 
B cstminstcr Review, on the Moral Statistics of France, the. 
Editor of the London Morning Chronicle remarks that al­
though little has been done in England to elucidate the sub­
ject of crime, yet the French seem to treat the science in a 
more philosophical manner, and to he in the right road to ar­
rive at a knowledge of the various circumstances which influ­
ence the state of crime—and proceeds__
“Nothing is more striking than the regularity with which 
the same number of crimes succeed each other, in the same 
districts. Guerry supposes France divided into five regions, 
*nd the crimes annually committed in France to he about 100 
—and he then gives two tables, the one against the person, 
»d the other against the property, for the years 1825-30, in 
*ch division. These show how little the average amount of 
"* number of crimes is ever exceeded—robberies and murders 
tunning with more uniformity in times of harvest. A similar 
Tegularity exists as to sex—out of every 100 criminals, the 
•’wage number of men being, in the five years successively, 
*,79,78,77 and 78: and of females, for the same period, 
‘‘,21, 22, 23 and 22. A similar regularity exists also as to
The changes in the Cabinet, which have been for some time 
t5(*cted, are at length officially announced. Mr. Livingston 
f^on an honorable mission to France, Mr. McLane suc- 
*d’him in the Department of State, and Mr. Duane suc-
Mr. McLane in the Treasury Department.
B for the new Secretary of the Treasury, our favorable 
of his personal qualities lias been freely delivered__
Publ'niSt hC susta‘n as high a character in his untried 
ven'15**41'00’ Tie makes such sacrifices, of interest and con- 
le8t») in accepting it, as we are sure he would not make
Cholera in Maysville, Ky.—The ravages of the cholera in 
Maysville, have been terrific. There had been few eases pre­
vious to Tuesday, May 28th. Business was going on in its 
usual channel. But on the first of the week, cases multiplied 
with fearful rapidity, and proved almost universally fatal. 
The destroyer passed by the diseased, the infirm, the filthy’, 
and dissipated, to prey upoq the youthful, the athletic, the re­
fined, and the pious. No less than eighteen members of 
churches are numbered among the victims. . Out of two fami­
lies of respectability, ten were taken. Another lost four, and 
another three. By three o’clock, Sabbath afternoon, twenty- 
seven had died, and the disease was still raging.
A friend recently from there, informs us that almost all the 
inhabitants have fled. Some by the river, when they could 
entice a boat to stop at the wharf; some in carriages; and 
many of all ages and conditions, on foot. In walking through 
the streets of Maysville, he’saw not thirty people. The si­
lence of death reigned. The disease is spreading into the in­
terior. At Cynthiana, nine have died. Among the victims 
at Maysville, are reckoned the wife and son of Mr. John 
Armstrong, Mr. Johnson Armstrong, three children of Mr. 
January, Mr. Reese, a merchant, Mr. Gaylord, and Mrs. 
Gaylord, who was a daughter of Mr. Tunis, of this city, &c. 
‘While the judgments of God are abroad in the earth lot its 
inhabitants learn righteousness. * .
1 Since the above was written, we have heard that the cholera 
is on the decline at Maysville—nearly extinct.—Cin. Jour.
Cholera in Cincinnati.—We have heard of hut one fatal case 
for six days. In that, the premonitory symptoms had been 
neglected. Still, as the disease is hovering over sonic of the 
towns above and below us on the river, it would he well to he 
careful as to diet and exposure.—ib.
New-York, May 29.—Boring for Water.—The Steam En­
gine at Holt’s Hotel, is still industriously engaged in boring 
for water. Yesterday it made eight inches, and reached to 
the depth of 594 feet. ’The process was commenced a year 
and a half ago, and has been perseveringly pursued. Five 
hundred feet has been bored through the solid rock. Salt 
water was struck at the depth of 150 feet. The water is now 
within five feet of the surface, but it is brackish. It is hoped 
that a vein of pure water will soon be struck, and, in that hope, 
the process will he continued.—Jour, of Com.
The rumor we gave in our last, upon the authority of a 
New-York paper, that Mr. Randolph had provided for the 
manumission of his slaves, is, we believe, well founded. The 
Compiler says the number is more than a hundred. We have 
it from a good source that the number is not far short of five 
hundred.—Fredericksburg, Va. Political Arena.
U. S. Army.—--Buffalo, May 22.—A detachment of re­
cruits, about 90 in number, under the command of Captain 
Barnum, arrived here at sunset last evening for Fort Niagara, 
and they embarked on hoard of canal boats. They are des­
tined for the pdsts of Fort Howard, Fort Dearborn, and Fort 
Brady, and left this morning in the Sheldon Thompson.
The office of Messrs. Clarke & Cooke, at Wheeling, Va., 
was entered on the night of the 28th ult. and bank notes sto­
len therefrom to the amount of about $4,500. About $270 
of it was in notes of the Bank of Zanesville, and the remain­
der of the Muskingum Bank of Zanesville. The thief is de­
scribed as a young man of about 20 years of age, red hair, 
and freckled face—who calls himself. Williams. A reward of 
$400 for the money and thief, is ottered in the Wheeling pa­
pers.
Mr. Durant, the Aeronaut, made a beautiful ascension from 
Castle Garden, New-York, on Thursday last, in the largest 
Balloon ever seen in the United States. He reached an ele­
vation of three miles, and descended in Westchester county, 
about 11 ihiles from the city.
Trial of Avery.-—This trial,, which has already exceeded in 
length any that we ever heard of in this country, is yet unfin­
ished. On Saturday evening, upwards of one hundred wit­
nesses had been examined for the prisoner, and more were yet 
in attendance. The evidence in his behalf probably closed on 
Monday. We shall not expect the termination of the trial, 
therefore, till nearly or quite the termination of this week.
Physical Educatiou.—The American Lyceum, during their 
late interesting annual session in New-York, passed a resolu­
tion offering a premium of $300 for the best text hook on 
Physiology for teachers. This they were enabled to do through 
the liberality of an individual who wishes to see the body 
trained with the mind.— Vergennes ( Vt-J paper.
Awful exit of a Drunkard.—Is this suicide, or murder, or 
both? We have the following fact, says the Troy Palladium, 
on the authority of a letter from a gentleman of undoubted 
veracity, to the Secretary of the Rensselaer county Temper 
ance Society, Dr. Blatchford:
On Tuesday, the 14th inst. Mr. Comfort Russell, an incor­
rigible drunkard of the town of Petersburgh, went into Mr.
-------- ’s tavern, and after furnishing himself with a quantity of
cider, wine, &c. pledged himself to drink all his associates 
would procure. One of his professed friends and compeers 
immediately purchased a half pint of rum. This was follow­
ed by four half pints more, all of which the infatuated man 
drank in the space of two hours; and in the state of stupor 
and insensibility thus occasioned, made an awful exit to the 
bar of God.
The great quantities of spirituous liquors iutroduced into 
the Cherokee country since Georgia has possessed herself of 
it, says the Cherokee Phenix, is now the fountain cause oi the 
growing intemperance of the Cherokees, and the loss of live 
consequent upon the use of ardent spirits.
We have had an opportunity of examining, at Buck's Auc­
tion Room, some pieces of American Nankeen, manufactur­
ed in Patterson, N. J. from Georgia cotton of Nankeen color. 
It is a very beautiful article, and, not only in texture hut in 
its fadeless color, much superior to the imported fabric.__Fred­
ericksburg Political Arena.
We understand, says the National Intelligencer, that seven 
inches of Rain have fallen within the present month ; being a 
greater quantity than ever before known by our intelligent in­
formant to have fallen within the same period.
A company has been incorporated by the Legislature of 
New-Jersev, for the purpose of providing this city with pure 
milk. Stockholders are to he furnished at four cents a quart. 
The capital of the company is fixed at one hundred and fifty 
thousand dollars. Books for subscription to the stock are to 
be opened on Monday next.—N. Y. Obs.
H. A. S. Dearborn of Boston, has proved by experiment, 
that the dandelion may ho greatly improved by cultivation, 
and made a fine table salad. It possesses medical, as well as 
esculent properties, being particularly useful in visceral ob­
structions, especially of the liver, when eaten as greens. It is 
also said to be diuretic and attenuant.
FOREIGN.
Latest from England—By the packet ship Britunnia, 
Capt. Sketchley, fioin Liverpool, files of London papers to 
the lGth of April, and Liverpool of the 17th, have been re­
ceived.
England.—The recess of Parliament having expired, the 
Speaker of the House of Commons resumed his seat at 12 
o’clock on Monday, the 15th of April. A great number of 
petitions were presented, most of which were for the abolition 
of slavery. The evening session was principally occupied in 
committee of supply on the navy estimates.
Rumors were still in circulation of an intended change of 
the Ministry; but it would he difficult, on this side of the 
water, to assign any probable reason for such a belief.
Lords Mansfield, Ilarrowhy, and Carnarvon, are to have 
offices and seats in the Cabinet. Messrs. Spring Rice, Fronk- 
land Lewis, Henry Hohhouse, and Evelyn Denison, for Un­
der Secretai ies,
The son of Mr. Cohbett has sustained a signal defeat in 
his canvass for an election to Parliament for the ancient city 
of Coventry. At the close of the poll, the votes stood—for 
Mr. Ellice 1509; for Mr. Thomas 1206; for Mr. Cohbett 89!
The title which Viscount Goderich has assumed on his re­
cent elevation, is Earl of Ripon.
The Times of the 15th says, we are glad to hear that Min­
isters will immediately bring forward an ample measure of 
reform of the Church of England, This will l>e readily tak­
en by the nation as a set-off against their late faults, both of 
omission and commission.
In consequence of accepting the office of Secretary for the 
Colonies, the seat of the Hon. Mr. Stanley became vacant, 
and he appeared again, on the 12th of April, before his con­
stituents, for re-e’ec'tion as knight of the shire in the northern 
division of the county of Lancaster. He was re-elected with­
out opposition.
Ireland.—The papers by this arrival contain the Procla­
mation of the Lord Lieutenant, for the suppression of the 
Irish Volunteers.
Preparations were making for emigration on a large scale 
from France and Germany to the United States. A Havre 
paper of April 19th, says: “Twenty American ships which 
remain in our port, have been taken up to carry emigrants to 
the United States, who are arriving from all directions. Each 
of these vessels will carry from 120 to 150.”
Office of the Mer. Adv. & N. Y. Advocate, ) 
June 2—Afternoon. )
We have to announce this morning the arrival of the packet 
ship New-York, Hoxie, from Liverpool, bringing our regular 
files to the 1st ultimo, and London dates to the 30th April.— 
Although some interesting events have taken place since our 
last advices, yet the great questions on the tapis remain still in 
a very unsettled condition.
Loudon, April 29.—By the Paris papers we find that the 
Chambers opened the new session on Friday, when M. Dupin 
was re-elected President of the Deputies, and Messrs. Scho- 
nen, Etienne, Berenger, and Delessert, Vice Presidents. The 
accouchment of the Duchess de Berri, at Blayc, was honrly 
expected. She had refused to see the four physicians despatch - 
ed by Government to inquire into the state of her health.
German papers mention that the agents of Ibrahim Pacha 
are very active at Constantinople; that the Sultan is in hourly 
danger of his life; and that fears are entertained about bring­
ing the Russian troops into the capital, as the sight of them 
might make the People desperate, and accelerate an explosion. 
The same authorities state that ten thousand Russian infantry 
have passed the Danube on their road to Constantinople. Ac­
counts from Berlin speak of a report to the effect that a pro­
posal has been lhade by one of the European cabinets for di­
plomatic conferences at Vienna, for the purpose of discussing 
in common the affairs of the East.
Accounts from Madrid state that there is reason to believe 
that the affairs of Portugal will be arranged in a manner to 
conciliate the Princes of the House of Braganza.
Vert Late from Columbia.—New-York, June 3.—We 
are indebted to Capt. Briggs, of the brig Elizabeth, for Bo­
gota papers to the 21st April, inclusive, near a month later 
than the previous advices.
Among the passengers in the Elizabeth, is the Hon. Tho­
mas P. Moore, late Minister of the United States to Bogota.
Mr. M’Afee, the Charge d’Affaires sent out to relieve Mr. 
Moore, met the latter gentleman at Carthagena, and then** 
proceeded on his journey to Bogota.
______ _______ POETRY
From tlie British Magazine. 
STANZAS.
Oh! steal not thou my faith away,
Nor tempt to doubt the trusting mind,
Let all that earth can yield decay,
But leave this heavenly gift behind;
Our life is but a meteor gleajn,
Lit up amid surrounding gloom—
A dying lamp a fitful beam,
Quenched in the cold and silent tomb.
Yet if as holy men have said,
There lie beyond that dreary bourne,
Some region where the faithful dead 
Eternally forget to mourn,
Welcome the scoff, the sword, the chain,
The burning wild, the black abyss—
I shrink not from the path of pain,
Which endeth in a world like this.
But Oh! if all that nerves us here,
When grief assails, and sorrow stings,
Exist but in the shadowy sphere 
Of Fancy’s weak imaginings;
If hopes, though cherished long and deep,
Be bold and baseless mockeries,
Then welcome that eternal sleep,
Which knoweth not of dreams like these.
Yet hush! thy troubled soul be still, 
Renounce thy vain philosophy;
Like morning on the misty hill,
The light of truth will break on thee,
Go—search the prophet’s deathless page—
Go—question thou the radiant, sky,
And learn from them, mistaken sage!
The glorious words—“Thou shalt not die!"
__________ MISCELLANY.
For the Gambier Observer.
FIXED STARS.----NO. III.
The magnitudes of the fixed stars can not be • accurately 
measured, from the fact that no instrument, not even Dr. 
Herschel’s, which magnifies six thousand times, can give 
them any sensible diameter, which while it shows us their im­
mense distance, tells us plainly' that, even in relation to the 
material worlds, by searching we cannot find out God—that 
we cannot know the Almighty to perfection. All we have, 
therefore, to judge by, is our own sun, which we can suppose 
to he of a medium size of all the stars, although from any 
thing we know it may be the least in an infinite series. But 
upon this supposition it is utterly impossible to conceive of 
the abundance of matter in the Universe of God. We may 
perhaps form a pretty good idea of the quantity of matter in 
a single mountain, hut this, it would take us many weeks thor­
oughly to traverse, and more, accurately to calculate— but all 
this is to our earth as only the ‘prick of a pin to a bullet,’ 
We can form no very correct idea of the magnitude of the 
•arth, how much less of the matter combined in million of 
millions of other bodies, each of which is a million times as 
large as our earth ! The same may be' said in regard to this 
that was said in relation to the distances—that it would be of 
no use to us to have the accurate estimate, handed to us by 
some Angelic Being, for we Should really know as little about 
it after such communication as before.
But there are some motions or changes in the stars which it 
is proper to notice.
The changes in stars have been very numerous, and some of 
them remarkable. It is impossible to mention such changes 
in detail,—besides, they would not be remembered. The notices 
of some of them occupy about 14 quarto pages in Long’s 
astronomy. Stars appear and disappear, sometimes suddenly. 
They appear of one magnitude at one time, and of another at 
another time. Some of them seem to be regular in their in­
crease and diminution of brightness. We are of course ig­
norant of the causes of these several phenomena, but it seems 
to be probable that the fixed stars are covered with spbts like 
our sun, and that by their revolving on their own axes they 
appear of different magnitudes, according as their brightest 
side is toward or from us. Fontinellc supposes that there may 
be some half suns,—and these, he supposes, in their revolution 
on their axis to be sometimes visible and sometimes invisible, 
while Long thinks that when they have become invisible by 
numerous spots, and nearly ‘gone out,’ so to speak, they are 
revived again and made to burn brilliantly by a comet having 
fallen into them &c.
These changes are, however, of little importance, compared 
with the motions of the fixed stars. “ Within the limits of the 
last 1.50 years it has been found that the principal fixed stars 
have a certain apparent motion, which is nearly uniform and 
regular, and is quite perceptible in the course of 30 or 40 
years. The star Arcturus, for example, has been observed to 
move 3’ 3” in the course of 78 years. Most of the stars have 
moved towards the south. The stars in the northern quarter 
of the heavens, seem to widen their relative positions, while 
those in the southern, seem to contract their distances. Their 
motions seem evidently to indicate that the earth and all the 
other bodies of the solar system are moving in a direction 
from tlie stars in the southern part of the sky, towards those 
in the northern. Dr. Herschel thinks that a composition of 
these motions shows a motion of the sun towards the con­
stellation Hercules.
This progressive movement which four system makes in 
absolute space is justly aupposed to be a portion of that curve 
which the sun describes around the centre of that nebula to 
*b’<fh he belongs, and that all other stars belonging to the
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s nne nebula describe similar curves. And since the Universe 
appears to be composed ot thousands ol nebulae, or starry 
systems, it is reasonable to conclude that all these starry sys­
tems revolve around one common centre, whose bulk and at­
tractive influence ure proportioned to the size and number ot 
the bodies which perform their revolution around it. Gi. 
Herschel in two papers communicated to the Royal Society, 
and published in the Philosophical 1 ransactions at different 
times' notices 2,000 of these nebulae. The Milky Way is the 
nearest of these* nebulae, and it contains moAt,stars than 
numbers can express or imagination conceive. I his, with 
thousands more, are supposed to revolve around some un­
known centre. It is supposed also that this centre bears as 
great a proportion to all the millions and millions of worlds 
which revolve around it, as the sun does to the solar system. 
If so, it is a Universe in itself, exceeding all the rest in mag­
nitude and splendor, and in which arc blended the glories of 
every other system. If so, what is this centre? . 1 would an­
swer this question with the utmost reverence in the words 
of Dick. He supposes that it is- nothing other than the 
Throne of God! ‘This,’ he continues, ‘is the most sublime 
and magnificent idea that can enter into the mind of man. 
But however much it may overpower our feeble conceptions, 
we ought not to revolt at the idea of so glorious an extension 
of the works of God, since nothing less magnificent seems 
suitable to a Being of infinite perfection. This grand central 
body may be considered the capital of the Universe. From 
this glorious centre embassies may be occasionally despatched 
to all surrounding worlds in every region of space. ‘ Here 
too,’ he adds, ‘deputations from all the different provin­
ces of creation may occasionally assemble and the inhabit­
ants of different worlds mingle with each other, and learn the 
grand, anthems of those physical operations and moral trans­
actions which have taken place in their respective spheres. 
Hence intelligences of the highest order, whohavC attained the 
most sublime heights of knowledge and virtue, may form the 
principal part of the population of this magnificent region. 
Here the glorified body of the Redeemed, may have taken its 
principal station as‘the Lord of all principalities and.pow­
ers.’ Here the grandeur of tlie Deity—the Glory of his phy­
sical and moral perfections, and the immensity of his empire, 
may strike the mind with more bright effulgence, and excite 
more elevated emotions of admiration and rapture than in 
any other province of universal nature. In fine, this vast and 
central Universe may constitute that august mansion referred 
to in Scripture under the designation of the third Heaven—
The Throne of the Eternal------ , the Heaven of heavens,—the
high and holy place—and, the light that is inaccessible, and full of 
Glory."
' In what I have already said, it has more than once been 
taken for granted that the fixed stars, by some means, afford 
accommodations to intelligent beings, as though they were 
suns, and had each their system of planets revolving around 
them. Indeed, we seem so settled in this opinion, that we can 
scarcely talk of the fixed stars without taking it for granted. 
The reasons why we believe this, or rather why we cannot dis­
believe it, are various—hut which I now have not time to carry 
out into detail. The first is Analogy—the force of which we 
must readily perceive. 2. The positive knowledge that the 
fixed stats shine by their own light, and if so, the light was 
made for some eyes, but it could not be for human eyes, for 
not a millionth part of them ean be seen by the human eye, 
whence the conclusion is obvious. The other argument is 
most convincing to all who acknowledge a wise, as 'veil as 
omnipotent Creator. It is this, that unless they are thus made 
to minister to intelligent Beings there is no motive which ean 
be assigned for their creation, at all worthy of the character 
of God.
The Cambridge Physics conclude an article on the fixed 
stars with the following words:-“When we attempt in ima­
gination to fathom this abyss, it is in vain to think of pre­
scribing any limits to the Universe^ and the mind reverts in­
voluntarily, to the insignificant portion of it, which we are des­
tined to occupy.
Anecdote of Corbett, written bv iiimski.f.—At eleven 
years of age, my employment was clipping off box-edgings 
and weeding beds of flowers in the garden of the Bishop of 
Winchester, at the castle of Farnham my native town. I had 
always been fond of beautiful gardens; and a gardener who 
had just come from the king’s gardens at Kcw, gave such a 
description of them, as made me instantly resolve to work in 
those gardens. The next morning without saying a word to 
any one, 1 set off, with no clothes but those on my back, and 
with thirteen half-pence in my pocket. I found that I must 
go to Richmond, and I accordingly went on from ‘place to 
place, inquiring my way thither. A long day (it was In June) 
brought me to Richmond in the afternoon. Two-penny 
worth of bread and cheese, and a penny worth 6f small beer, 
which I had on the road, and one halfpenny that' I lost some­
where or other, left threepence in my pocket. With this for 
my whole fortune, I was trudging through. Richmond, in my 
blue smock-frock, and my red garters tied under my knees, 
when staring about ms my eye fell upon a little book in a 
bookseller’s window, on the outside of which was written 
“Tale of a Tub, price 3d.” The title was so odd that my 
curiosity was excited. I had tliC threepence, but then I could 
have no supper. In I went, and got the little book which I 
was so impatient to read, that I got over into a field at the
upper end of Kew gardens, where there stood a hay stack----
On the shadowy side of this I sat down to read. The book 
was so different from any thing I had ever read before: it was 
something so new to my mind that, though I could not at all 
understand some of it, it delighted me beyond description; 
and it produced what I have always considered a sort of birth 
of intellect. I read on until it was dark, without any thought 
of supper or bed. When I could see no longer, I put my lit­
tle book in my pocket, and tumbled down by the side of the 
hay stack, where 1 slept till the birds in Kew gardens awaken­
ed me in the morning, when i .... ,rIt J to Rew, reading my 
! little book. The singularity of my dress, the simplicity of 
' my manner, my confident and liniy air, doubtless, bis own 
compassion besides, induced the gardener, who was a Scotch- 
man, I remember, to give me victuals, find me lodging and 
, set me to work; and it was during the period that I was at 
Kew, that the present king and two of hi* brothers laughed 
at the oddness of my dress, while 1 was sweeping the gross 
plat round the foot of the Pagoda. The gardener, seeing ma 
fond of books, lent me sorpe gardening Irjoks to read, but 
these I could not relish after my “Tale of a Tub,” which I 
carried about ipe wherever I went: and when I, at about 
twenty years old, lost it in a box that fell overboard in the 
Bay of Fundy, in North America, the loss gave me greater
pain than I have ever felt at losing thousands of pounds__
This circumstance, trifling as it was, and childish as it may 
seem to relate it, has always endeared the recollection of Kew 
to me. About five weeks ago,' I had occasion to go from 
Cheltenham to Tickennant, with'my two eldest sons; I brought 
them hack tlnough Kew, in order to show them the place 
where the bay stack stood, having frequently related to them 
wliat I have now related to you.
The Great Grapevine—Our friend Willis, of Oxford,
Eastern Shore of Maryland, has furnished us with the follow­
ing certificate of the number of bunches of grapes now on his 
great grapevine. It will be recollected that we have several 
times published the number home by this vine heretofore; in 
1831 we believe it was twenty-five thousand bunches, or up­
wards. Tlie number this year exceeds any thing we ever be­
fore heard of, and we doubt whether a parallel can bo found 
for it—American Farmer.
Orford, May 6, 1833.—We hereby certify that we have 
counted the bunches of grapes this day that are on John Wil. 
lis’s grapevine, in his yard, of seven year’s growth, as accu­
rately as we could, and have made allowance for good count. 
We fipd on it fifty-four thousand four hundred and ninety 
hunches, besides many more young bunches appear to be com­
ing out; and we are fully of opinion we have, by the rule we 
went by, allowed at least three thousand for good count, that 
are already in sight. No young growth that had not more 
than two hunches on it was counted; and we think at least 
onc-tliird or more arc double bunches, and are only counted as 
single. Charles M. Bromwell.
Richaru Markland.
Extraordinary Springs.---- -There arc no rivulets, or
springs, in the island of Ferro, the west-most of the Canaries, 
except on a part of the beach, which is nearly inaccessible.— 
To supply the place of a fountain, however, nature, ever boun­
tiful, has bestowed upon this island a species of tree, unknown 
to all other parts of the world. It is of moderate size, and 
its leaves are straight, long and evergreen. Around its sum­
mit a small cloud perpetually rests, which so drenches the 
' leaves with moisture, that they continually distil upon the 
ground a stream of fine clear water. To these trees, as to 
perrennial springs, the inhabitants of Ferro resort, and are 
thus supplied with an abundance of water for themselves and 
for their cattle.
Chapman’s Sermons, 2d Edition.
I’OR sale at the COLLEGE STOLE, Sermons on the . Ministry, Doctrines, and Worship of the Protestant Episcopal Church, in one vol—By G. T. Chapman, D. D.
ALSO,
THE STATESMAN'S MANUAL, or Lay Sermons.— 
By S. T. Coleridge, Esq.
April 26 eo3mo.
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